Classroom Calendars

For each calendar, go to the Other Calendars section on the left in Google Calendar and click the dropdown arrow. Choose “add by URL” and copy and paste the below links into the field. You can only add one calendar at a time.

1st Year Calendar

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ical/umn.edu_2d37373338353936362d343533%40resource.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics

2nd Year Calendar

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ical/umn.edu_2d37383031303536322d363831%40resource.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics

3rd Year Calendar

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ical/umn.edu_2d3337373332313433343737%40resource.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics